A new power-counting scheme for a chiral effective field theory that includes ∆ degrees of freedom is briefly described and applied to the nucleon Compton scattering.
This differs dramatically from the older schemes [ 3, 4] which regard m π and ∆ as similar, m π ∼ ∆ ≪ Λ.
With the three-scale hierarchy, Eq. (1), one in principle has two small expansion parameters: m π /∆ and ∆/Λ. Assuming the breaking-down scale is now set by the next excitation, Λ ∼ 600 MeV, we can regard both of them as roughly the same and introduce a single small parameter:
Each graph can then be characterized by an overall δ-counting index, α, which simply tells us that the graph is of size δ α . The index α has two different expressions, depending on whether the photon energy ω is in the vicinity of m π or ∆. For a graph with L loops, N π pion propagators, N N nucleon propagators, N ∆ Delta propagators, and V i vertices of dimension i, the index is
where α χPT = i iV i − 2 + 4L − N N − 2N π is the index in χPT with no ∆'s. In the region ω ∼ ∆, there is an important exception to this scaling rule: graphs that are one-Delta-reducible (O∆R), such as those in Fig. 1 (3) now counts only the one-Delta-irreducible propagators, while N O∆R is the number of O∆R propagators. At ω ≃ ∆ the O∆R graphs all become large and hence need to resummed. This amounts to dressing the propagator of the ∆, thus ameliorating the divergence which otherwise occurs at the ∆ pole. Once dressing is performed a O∆R graph can have only one Delta propagator, and such a graph then scales as:
where Σ is the self-energy of the ∆. The expansion for Σ begins at δ 3 , and so the correct index of an O∆R graph in the region ω ∼ ∆ is
thus enhanced by two negative powers of δ. As a result, the largest of the O∆R graphs in Fig. 1(c) are promoted from next-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in the low-energy region to leading order (LO) in the ∆ region. For the case of Compton scattering on nucleons the complete next-to-leading order (NLO) result in both the low-energy and the ∆ region is given by the graphs shown in Fig. 1 . This calculation has three free parameters associated with the πN∆ and γN∆ vertices:
where T a are the isospin 1/2 to 3/2 transition matrices, see Refs. [ 2, 5] for further details. The relation of the γN∆ couplings g M and g E to the helicity and multipole amplitudes is given in the Appendix of Ref. [ 6] .
The πN∆ coupling h A is fixed from the ∆ width (h A ≃ 2.8) while the two γN∆ couplings are adjusted (g M = 2.6, g E = −6) to reproduce the experimental data on proton Compton scattering in the ∆ region. Our NLO result agrees with experiment in a broad energy range. Examples of this agreement are displayed in Fig. 2 .
In conclusion, we have presented a new power-counting scheme which incorporates the ∆ degrees of freedom into χPT. The scheme is based on a three-scale hierarchy of 
